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The Office of Culture of the Consell de Formentera is pleased to report that Aboon Teatre will
present Baby Esferic, a silent production expressing emotions through shapes and lights, at the
Sala de Cultura (Cinema) from 6.00pm on Saturday 11 March. This 45-minute play is intended
for children between six-months- and four-years-old, as well as their guardians. Through various
stories and landscapes, this homage to the Earth speaks of the magic that ties us to the planet
and its inhabitants. With immensely visual language, a white sphere is the main character that
will be transformed into varying friendly animals. The aesthetic, minimalist and delicately visual,
lets viewers' imagination run free.

  

As the troupe explains, Baby Esferic "awakens the imaginations of adults and children alike. We
make the child's experience accessible to adults and create a harmonious space between these
two realities."

  

Prices and tickets
Tickets are available now at www.entradesformentera.cat  for €4 (includes access for baby and
adult). The reduced price of 50% discount is for unemployed and self-employed people without
activity, retired people, people with functional diversity, people under 25 years of age,
single-parent families and large families.

  

Unemployed people, under-employed freelancers, retirees, under-25s, people with functional
diversity, single-parent families and large families pay half price.
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http://www.entradesformentera.cat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRiGNJ7pT2g&amp;ab_channel=MEISamarra
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRiGNJ7pT2g&amp;ab_channel=MEISamarra
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